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Domestic News

Reopening
doors

Hotels are reopening doors post the Unlock and are doing all they can to
ensure safe yet personalised experiences for their guests.

Radisson Hotel Group
launches Radisson
Individuals
Radisson Hotel Group has announced the launch of a new brand,
Radisson Individuals, giving independent hotels and small chains
the opportunity to become part of the global Radisson Hotel Group
platform and benefit from international exposure, with the freedom
to maintain their own unique style and identity. Radisson Individuals
hotels are selected for their original personalities & characteristics,
offering guests the chance to discover new locations around the
world and at home, while always delivering Radisson Hotel Group’s
high standards of quality and “Yes I Can!” service, combined with
the local flavours & qualities of the member hotels. Hotels wishing to
join Radisson Individuals will undertake a compliance assessment.

The Leela Mumbai reopens
with enhanced safety
measures
The Leela Mumbai in partnership with Bureau Veritas India has
elevated its sanitisation, hygiene and safety procedures with Suraksha
– a comprehensive programme to ensure the well-being of guests and
associates. Commenting on the reopening of the hotel, Sameer Sud,
General Manager of the Leela Mumbai said, “In keeping with our
organisational philosophy of ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’, we would like to
reassure our guests and associates that their safety is our top priority
and while we take stringent measures to enhance our services, we will
strive to never lose the ‘personal touch’ that we are known for.”

jüSTa
Mukteshwar
Retreat and Spa
opens doors

The Fern Hotels &
Resorts launches
The Fern Beach
and Hill Holidays
The Fern Hotels & Resorts has launched
The Fern Beach and Hill Holidays at 10 of
its hotels, five of these offer stunning beach
holidays, and the remaining five are situated
at breathtaking mountain heights, Noshir A
Marfatia – Senior Vice President, Sales &
Marketing, The Fern Hotels & Resorts said.
Holiday destinations include The Fern Silvanus
Resort, Alibaug, The Fern Kadamba Hotel &
Spa, Panjim, The Fern Kesarval Hotel & Spa,
Verna, to name a few.
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jüSTa Hotels and Resorts has expanded its
luxury, leisure, and wellness offerings with
jüSTa Dignitii Retreat and Spa, Mukteshwar
from October 1, 2020. Luxury wellness
indulgences at the retreat’s Ekam Spa and
Wellness Centre include a separate treatment
room for couples, steam, sauna, jacuzzi, and
an indoor heated swimming pool.

Work from
Paradise Package
at The Tamara
Kodai
Tamara Kodai has introduced the Work
from Paradise Package which provides safe,
hygienic accommodation, warm hospitality,
and a workspace set in the picturesque hills of
Kodaikanal. Seven nights, all-inclusive, for the
price of four, is perhaps a much-needed break
from the work from home lifestyle of the new
normal. The package includes 7-night stay at
The Tamara Kodai, 25 per cent discount on
food and beverages and complimentary Wi-Fi
for four devices per cottage.

Domestic News

KAAV Safari Lodge
reopens for
tourists
The KAAV Safari Lodge, located amidst
the serene environs of the Nagarhole Tiger
Reserve, has reopened for tourists with new
safety protocols and stay packages. The
‘Work from KAAV’ package is curated for
those who look for a naturally isolated space
with limited people around and high-speed
internet facility. Guests can curate their
experiences and choose from a wide variety
of leisure activities that include a 20 minute
boat ride on a Coracle, a nature walk or a
pleasant cycle ride along the villages in the
vicinity down to the Kabini riverside, KAAV’s
Tiny Safari, Birding walks, and more.

Sommet
Education
appoints Digital
Board

‘Wedding At Pride’
‘Wedding At Pride’ is an initiative where
memories will be created with grandeur and
care. Whether one prefers idyllic hills or
spirited beaches, majestic deserts or the city
of love, Pride Hotels has set the stage for
weddings by offering its marvellous venues
located across India. When it comes to
celebrations of joy, Pride Hotels specialises
in making every occasion truly memorable
by offering magnificent setting, light wedding
décor, customised wedding cake, superb
cuisines and efficient service. Depending
on the wedding scale, Pride Hotels has a
dedicated team of experts, to ensure that
every detail is impeccably envisioned, created,
and executed.

Sommet Education, leading worldwide network
of first-class higher education hospitality
and culinary art schools – Les Roches, Glion
Institute of Higher Education and Ecole
Ducasse, has appointed a Digital Board
of high-caliber experts in order to speed
up and nourish digital hospitality studying
experience and generate a direct impact on its
curriculum worldwide. The aim of the Digital
Board is to support Sommet Education with
digital expertise and propose fresh ideas,
services, products and solutions leveraging on
digitalisation to be implemented in campuses
and courses and further integrate digitalisation
in the learning experiences of the students.
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Optimistic
for domestic

Puneet Dhawan, Senior VP Operations, Accor India & South Asia, shares how domestic tourism will be key for their
business in the coming times, and how they are making sure to provide the best of Accor to their guests.
Nisha Verma
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and guests is paramount. I believe that the trinity of
airlines, travel and hotels, must work together. This
is the time for all of us to show solidarity to work
together for selling confidence to our guests that it’s
safe to travel and stay in hotels. It’s important to give
them the assurance that we are in, what I call, the
new now, and not the new normal, because there is
nothing normal in how we are going about our lives,”
he stresses.

or Accor, India remains a crucial market,
and hence it continues to focus on
expansion in the country, while making sure
that it sails though the distress COVID-19
has caused to the tourism and hospitality
industry. Puneet Dhawan believes that it’s important
to focus on the wellbeing of their employees and
the guests.

India strategy
Dhawan shares that from Accor’s point of view, their
ambition remains unchanged in India. “We want to
build and develop the largest and the best performing
integrated hospitality ecosystem in the industry.
Our priorities are built on three core strategic pillars
– focus, simplify and expand, with a sole purpose
to bring closer the guests, strong local anchoring
and driving system wide efficiencies with a decent
operating structure. Of course, this approach makes
us agile and nimble, which is not only in the times we
are in right now, but also as we get out of this crisis. It
will help us serve our guests better and provide great
value for our hotel owner partners,” he says.

Puneet
Dhawan

Dhawan adds that they are constantly expanding their
network which continues to grow. “We are looking
forward to introducing the Raffles brand to India early
next year with the Raffles Udaipur. Novotel is already
there at 20 great locations in India, and we will be
adding Chandigarh to this portfolio early next year.
The 20th ibis will be opening in Mumbai with the ibis
Vikhroli, in the middle of next year.”

For M!CE and wedding business, Accor is coming up
with new solutions. “We have 20 Novotel properties
and one of the ideas that came from the hotel GMs,
which we are executing very soon, is that one can
have a wedding event at one of the Novotel properties,
now with around 100 guests under the new norms.
While these guests can be catered at any Novotel,
we can virtually provide the same food and wedding
experience in the living room of any of the relatives
or friends of the hosts in a city which has a Novotel
property. This would allow them to watch and be part
of the celebration from their house via any virtual
platform while experiencing similar food offerings,”
he shares.

Dhawan claims that the impact of the pandemic on
the industry has been brutal for all stakeholders.
“From our end, it was again to be agile and reacting
fast on the ground to limit the impact of the crisis.
Hence, we took immediate steps to protect our
resources, reviewing our cost structures and
constantly engaging with our hotel teams and owners
alike. The most important thing was to first provide
a safe environment to our employees, who we call
Heartists, who stand for delivering the art of hospitality
through the heart. Our paramount responsibility was
to make sure of their wellbeing if our hotels were
open, and for the guests who were staying with us
when the quarantine business started to flow in.

Way forward
As people are still fearing to travel, Dhawan says that
it’s vital to instil confidence in them. “With Unlock 4.0,
the government has taken the right steps by gradually
opening, and it’s a delicate balancing act for everyone
to ensure safety, and at the same time, opening the
economy as well. Health and safety of our Heartists

However, he thinks that there won’t be a permanent
paradigm shift in the new now. “We are still in the
business of hospitality, creating unique experiences
and offering personalised service. While there is less
contact, but that doesn’t take away our responsibility
of providing service in terms of innovation and
creativity. A crisis brings about many changes as well as
opportunities. Whether it comes to ancillary revenues
coming up with vacation packages or staycations; or
how the F&B teams have adapted to creating bespoke
delivery services; chefs are doing online cooking
courses; and how we are adapting to the new norms
for wedding business – there is a lot happening while
offering a safe and hygienic environment for both our
employees and our guests,” he shares.

M!CE and wedding markets

Dealing with COVID

Accor is one of first global chains to come out with
very stringent, strict, comprehensive hygiene and
prevention measures, under its ALLSAFE label to
ensure safety of both Heartists and our guests. As
things are opening up gradually, we are working on
various initiatives in terms of limited contact and use
technology wherever possible, yet maintain that warm
smile, which is the essence of hospitality,” he adds.

What will be different

He insists that it’s important for hotels to show
flexibility in terms of contracting, number of guests,
and create unique experiences to let guests have
these celebrations. “Interestingly, we found a huge
market for events in ibis also. Owing to the smaller
size of the weddings, we have excellent restaurant
space with Spice 18, present at every ibis property,
and we have smaller banquet space as well, offering
a great opportunity to cater smaller weddings of up to
100 guests,” adds Dhawan.

We want to build
and develop the
largest and the
best performing
integrated hospitality
ecosystem in the
industry”

In fact, at Pullman New Delhi Aerocity, they have done
a permanent set up for events. Shedding light on the
same, Dhawan says, “It’s all about partnerships. We
are partnering with key organisers in various cities.
Pullman New Delhi Aerocity took the lead, but in
Hyderabad also we are looking at new ideas and new
concepts with the Novotel Hyderabad Convention
Centre and Novotel Hyderabad Airport. They have
expansive space, both indoor and outdoor. We must
continue to adapt and provide experiences at various
levels for all our guests.”
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Travel agent engagement
On dealing with the travel agents, he claims that they
have been in constant touch with all of them. “While
we are working closely with our OTA and travel agency
partners, we are also reaching out to travel agents in
the secondary cities and smaller towns to work with
them. Also, in partnership with Vistara, we took our
key bookers and clients, both from travel trade and
corporate, to various cities and they stayed in one of
our hotels. And, recently we announced a strategic
partnership with IndiGo and 6E Rewards, wherein we
are the exclusive hotel partner for the 6E Rewards
programme, he says.”

Quick byte
With such diversity
in our network at
various price points and
locations, we are very
aptly placed to attract
domestic demand to
our hotels

Domestic focus
Agreeing that the focus on domestic travel will
continue for the next few months, he says, “The good
news for us in India is that there has always been
a strong reliance on domestic market, which is even
stronger now. Also, we might rebound or recover much
faster than some of the countries, which are solely
dependent on international arrivals. We had a very
successful campaign called ‘Let us take care of you’
which finished recently. On October 1, we launched
a new campaign – ‘For the love of travel, for the love
of now’ to stimulate the domestic market. We are
creating packages for that. I strongly believe that with
such diversity in our network at various price points
and locations, we are very aptly placed to attract
domestic demand to our hotels.”

the focus will be on the domestic market, but it will
be even for the discerning global travellers, as and
when the international borders open. In luxury, it’s all
about bespoke experiences and connecting strongly
with your guests.”
However, Accor’s luxury offerings are limited to a few
properties. Commenting on the same, Dhawan shares,
“Accor in India has been there for about 15 years and
the network we have is remarkable. However, it’s fairly
dominated with our legacy, economy and midscale
brands. Hence, in the luxury space the transformation
with the acquisition of Fairmont and Raffles, as
well as that of the Swissotel and Movenpick, really
strengthened our luxury portfolio. We also have many
lifestyle brands in our portfolio. As you can appreciate
that the development of luxury hotels takes time, our
ambition is very clear. We want to be in the key gateway
cities and leisure destinations through various luxury
brands at the same time. It’s part of our strategy to
grow our luxury portfolio in India.”
When asked about a new Leela property coming up
near Fairmont, Dhawan claims, “Competition is always
good, and it would raise the profile of the whole area.
Fairmont is a well-established hotel, looking after
guests for many years in all segments – wedding,
leisure, global travellers, and domestic travellers. We
welcome any sort of competition as we continue to
drive our business into Fairmont and we have some
expansion plans for that area as well.”

Luxury portfolio
Stressing that Accor is a global leader in the luxury
segment with iconic brands like Raffles, Fairmont,
Banyan Tree and Sofitel, Dhawan claims, “Our
approach has shifted from being product centric
to being guest centric. Hence, whether its luxury
or premium brands like Pullman, the emphasis is
on personalised service like creating memorable
experience and strong guest engagement. The Raffles,
which will open early next year in Udaipur, will bring a
new era of luxury hospitality into the country. Initially,
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The good news for us
in India is that there
has always been a
strong reliance on
domestic market,
which is even
stronger now”

Motivating employees
However, in this time of pandemic, motivating the
employees is a huge task. Dhawan agrees that
it has been tough not only for the sales team, but
also for operations and F&B teams, as there are very
few guests. “During lockdown, limited services were
provided. The spas were closed, and across the board
it has affected all stakeholders and everyone working
in our hotels. The key for us has been to stay focused
and constant engagement with the staff,” he shares.

Mid-market hotels
will drive recovery

Interview

Hazel Jain

With a focus on region-wise perspective on hotel performances and strategies, HVS ANAROCK’s recent webinar
discussed incisive perspective on India shared by Mandeep S. Lamba, President –South Asia, HVS ANAROCK.
By when do you see occupancies and RevPARs
returning to normal levels?
We see occupancies coming back to pre-COVID levels
around the third quarter of 2022 in India. We see
RevPARs return to normal from the second quarter
of 2023. In terms of the segments, it is going to be
leisure and the mid-management corporate short-haul
travel. The mid-market hotels are what is going to lead
this recovery.

How would you rate India vis-à-vis global hotel
performances?
India is doing a slower start but is getting there much
faster. This is primarily because we have a less steep hill
to climb. India had been performing below its potential
and our RevPARs have been among the lower ones
globally. Secondly, in India one of the remarkable things
is our domestic market. If we just look at the numbers,
our international arrivals are just under 11 million but
domestic tourism is about 150 times of that around
the country.

So will there be a stronger focus on the
domestic market?

Outlook for demand amid
the covid-19 pandemic

Our knights in shining armour are going to be the domestic
travellers and everyone is going to start focussing on them
like they have never done in the past. That is where the
recovery is going to come from. The second part of our
recovery will be from our outbound market who will not
be able to travel overseas and who will start spending in
the leisure markets in India. That’s why we see a quicker
recovery happen.

Your advice to hotel owners who are looking to
sell right now.
This is not a great time to sell. But if your cash flows are
not holding out and you have no other way of managing
your cash flow, then there is no option but to sell. Other
than that, I would advise everybody to hold on because
the valuations will be a little depressed – reasonably
depressed actually – if you sell now. So the best advice
I can give hotel owners is that if you have the ability to

Mandeep
S. Lamba

If you have the ability to manage your cash flows for the next
12 months, then just hold on”

Corporate: It is expected that corporates
will put restrictions on non-essential
employee travel.
M!CE: The number of international
corporate M!CE travellers will be
significantly reduced.
Leisure: Domestic tourists will be major
demand drivers. The 25 mn outbound
Indian travellers will also be an attractive
segment for the leisure market.
manage your cash flows for the next 12 months, then
just hold on.

Do you see any changes in development costs?
In the short-term, there will be a reduction in development
costs. Our large lobbies are going to get smaller; our
staffing ratios are going to come down considerably. All
of this is going to reduce the GFA (gross floor area) that
we typically use to build hotels in this part of the world.
So capital costs are going to come down for sure. But
once the pandemic has settled and hotels have started
re-bouncing, we will see a fair amount of development
coming back. It is largely going to be mid-scale and
upscale in India.

October-November 2020
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Interview

A long, uphill journey

This is the time to reset the clock, continue doing what worked well and be critical about areas where changes are
needed, says Fredrik Blomqvist, General Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Bengaluru.
Steena Joy

How are you dealing with the pandemic?
In step with the hospitality Unlock, we have reopened
the hotel here in Bangalore with a meticulous hygiene
programme in place. We also have strict focus on the
revised operating guidelines to operate in a safe and
accurate manner. The reality is that the market will
remain slow with the international flights still on hold and
restrictions in place. This is the time to reset the clock,
continue doing what worked well and be critical about
areas where changes are needed, we need to adjust our
operations and this is the time to be constructive and
effective. Four Seasons has launched ‘Lead With Care’,
an enhanced global health and safety programme that

is being implemented at properties worldwide, including
here at Four Seasons Hotel Bengaluru. The teams are
trained to extend their usual unscripted service but
physical distancing is very much the order of the day.
Food & Beverage is very much front and centre of the
game and that has been a very positive thing for us.

What are you doing to boost occupancies?

Fredrik
Blomqvist

The brand strategy, especially in Asia Pacific has been
to help each other out and we have implemented a
great incentive driven programme for our sales teams to
benefit by promoting and selling each other across the
region. We always have an excellent amount of support
and guidance, which makes it easier for us to get out
of this crisis. This has also iterated a synergy among
all the Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts across the
region. This can also be seen on social media with our
#FSAsiaStories hashtag where different Four Seasons
hotels are promoted, one by one, with a view to entice
guests to dream up their next travel idea.

Do you think we are on the path to recovery?

It will serve us well to promote Bangalore as a destination, &
not just Four Seasons Hotel Bengaluru, to our global guests”
Hospitality Talk
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I wish the road ahead would be more predictable for
all of us, but frankly speaking, we need to be prepared
for a long, winding and uphill recovery period! However,
this a great time to ideate and think out of the box.
Transforming al fresco spaces into meeting venues,
tapping the staycation segment, crafting great banquet
menus to be served at the table, improvising on our
takeaway offerings (we have just introduced Bento
Boxes which have been very well accepted) etc. are all
ways in which we can brace up to current times and
have a positive outlook. Also, restaurants and bars will
see a faster recovery once the restrictions have been
removed. We will have to look through a much wider
lens and it will serve us well to promote Bangalore as a
destination, and not just Four Seasons Hotel Bengaluru,
to our global guests.
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‘Work-cation’
mode on in hotels
Working from homes, has conveniently led the way for working from hotels, or ‘work-cation’, which has not only
emerged as the latest trend, but also an innovative solution for hotels to earn revenue.

Nisha Verma

Rohit Chopra

Regional Director – Sales & Distribution, India & South Asia, Accor
Many of our hotels are offering ‘Work@Hotel’ by
providing a safe, alternative working space to individuals
and organisations looking to work remotely. Amenities
like high-speed Wi-Fi, 24/7 food and beverage options,
on the go office facilities like printing and scanning,
high regard for privacy, helpful team members on call
and well curated spaces are available.

pushed people to work remotely. A shift from traditional
ways of working, is seen as a noteworthy opportunity
for the hospitality industry to generate additional
revenue. The strategy of thoughtfully distributing
spaces and services by the hospitality industry, will
take this concept far.

Tie-ups
Available at
Sofitel Mumbai BKC, Novotel hotels in Hyderabad,
Ahmedabad, Goa, Chennai, Kolkata and ibis hotels are
offering a dedicated plug and play office space which
can be clubbed with add-ons such as F&B options,
special rate for an overnight stay and much more.

Future
The concept of coworking spaces has gained immense
popularity in the last few months as the pandemic

The strategy of thoughtfully distributing spaces and services
by the hospitality industry, will take this concept far”

Enabling Accor’s augmented hospitality architecture
Live, Work, Play; ‘Work’ covers the brands catering to
the growing demand for coworking services. Globally,
with our brands WOJO and Mama Works, we are
bringing our expertise in hospitality and business
solutions to modern coworking spaces – with offers
and spaces to suit everyone, from freelancers to small
businesses. In India, we are also open to collaborations
with coworking firms in our properties across brands.
As an example, Novotel Hyderabad Convention Centre
and Hyderabad International Convention Centre have
associated with Proppro Online who specialise in the
coworking spaces segment. The hotel has witnessed a
positive sentiment in the market for this initiative.

Arif Patel

Regional Vice President – Sales & Marketing, Hyatt India
Hyatt has been reimagining spaces and experiences
to provide comfortable, luxurious and safe environs for
guests to step out of their homes and continue with
their routines. We have introduced new workspace
concepts across our hotels to help guests enhance
their work routines while being ensconced in safe yet
luxurious surroundings.

came up with The Corner Office in July 2020, starting
at INR 14,000 + taxes. Hyatt Hyderabad Gachibowli
has launched Work from Hyatt cabins which start at
INR 2000/day. Hyatt Regency Delhi also offers secure
and personalised working spaces to cater to the needs
of business travellers. Hyatt Place Hyderabad has
introduced ‘The Working Place’ starting at INR 3995+
taxes/day on double occupancy.

Available at
Many Hyatt hotels are offering safe and personalised
working spaces for business travellers. Hyatt Centric
MG Road Bangalore launched The Work Pad package
in June 2020 for INR 1800/day. Grand Hyatt Mumbai

We have introduced new workspace concepts across our
hotels to help guests enhance their work routines “
Hospitality Talk
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Future
Keeping up with the current reality, a lot of people are
working remotely, and are looking for comfortable,
peaceful and most importantly, safe places to work
from. We anticipate this trend to continue in the near
future, and I’m glad we at Hyatt have been able to
provide guests with safe and innovative solutions for
their needs.

Trend

Sudeep Jain

Managing Director, SWA, IHG
We have adapted our business to include relevant
offerings that enable us to stay connected with our
guests. One of these initiatives includes accommodating
the needs of guests who require a safe workspace or
are simply looking for a break from working from home
in an environment that feels as safe as their home.
Many of our hotels across the country are offering
customised facilities and packages to corporates and
individuals, enabling them to work from our hotels with
the assurance of a safe and convenient environment.

Available at
Our global upscale brand, Crowne Plaza, which is well
suited for corporate guests, is especially gaining a lot
of popularity in this segment. Hotels such as Crowne
Plaza Ahmedabad City Centre, Crowne Plaza New
Delhi Mayur Vihar Noida, Crowne Plaza Chennai Adyar
Park, Crowne Plaza New Delhi Okhla and Crowne Plaza
Greater Noida are offering multiple packages suited
to cater to the current needs of our corporate guests.
IHG hotels across other brands including Holiday
Inn New Delhi Mayur Vihar and Holiday Inn Express
Kolkata Airport are also offering various packages for
this segment. Additionally, specifically tailored service
packages are being offered across our Holiday Inn
Express hotels portfolio with properties located in

cities such as Gurgaon, Pune, Bengaluru, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and Nasik.

Future
While there is potential that hotels could gain popularity
amongst corporates – big, medium and small, as an
alternate working space for their employees, it cannot
be confirmed as a long-term change as yet.

Tie-ups
Crowne Plaza New Delhi Mayur Vihar Noida has tied up
with a coworking space company, Primus Workspaces,
to work with their client base and take our offering to
companies & individuals who are looking for a quality
alternate working space. Other similar companies have
shown interest and we are in discussions in various
markets to bring our offerings to more clients.

Crowne Plaza, which is well suited for corporate guests, is
especially gaining a lot of popularity in this segment”

October-November 2020
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Abinash Manghani
CEO, WelcomHeritage

Work from home seemed like a dream once upon a
time, but now it’s a part of the new normal since the
pandemic has wreaked a havoc. But, somehow over the
months people have realised that it has become more
exhausting and tiresome working from home than it was
going to the office. Thus, we have curated ‘Work From
Here’ packages for everyone who wants a break from
their mundane routine. These are short stays away from
home which allow you to chill, work and relax, including
a variety of hospitality services. Additionally, all our
hotels follow guidelines laid down by the government to
ensure that you are safe.

Available at
As of now, two of our hotels are part of the programme,
considering the easy accessibility from key metros.

We are promoting ‘Work From Here’ packages for hotels
located at 3-6 hours’ drive from key metros”

We are in the process of adding more hotels to the
programme. WelcomHeritage Ayatana, a nature & a
wellness retreat is situated in Coorg which is famous
for its dreamy landscapes, misty mornings, and lush
forests. WelcomHeritage Inderpura Resort is situated
in Shekhawati region (Udaipurwati) of Rajasthan
surrounded by the Aravalli range. We are promoting
‘Work From Here’ packages for a minimum stay of five
nights for hotels conveniently located at 3-6 hours’
drive from key metros.

Tie-ups
The ‘hybrid hospitality’ concept could be an additional
source of income for the hotels. Hotels renting out space
to meet, collaborate, socialise and work could be a way
that underperforming areas within the building can be
optimised from a revenue and income perspective.
Thus, I think from investors’ perspective this could be an
appealing concept and it might become a permanent
new form of hospitality in the coming future.

Nikhil Sharma

Area Director Eurasia, Wyndham Hotels & Resorts
With a plethora of properties to choose from, our
Wyndham branded hotels in India are equipped to offer
guests the option of working from one of our hotels. On a
corporate level, our sales team here at Wyndham Hotels
& Resorts has been working on many initiatives in support
of business travellers. One of these initiatives includes
the introduction of Wyndham Easy Book, a new offering
aimed at simplifying and promoting corporate bookings
from small to mid-size businesses located in Europe,

Middle East, Eurasia and Africa (EMEA). We have also
rolled out protocols for meetings and events, to allow for
social distancing and maximising outdoor spaces where
possible, amongst other initiatives for this segment.

Available at
Wyndham branded properties will handle requests
such as these at the hotel-level and on a case-by-case
basis. Their decision to allow guests to work from their
properties will be decided upon with health and safety
at the forefront of each decision. The health, safety and
wellbeing of guests, team members and partners has
been and will continue to be our number one priority.
Our Wyndham Easy Book initiative gives small to mid-size
businesses a range of properties to choose from around
the world and we are looking forward to introducing even
more options for our business, and M!CE travellers.

Future
It’s difficult to say which trends will stick post COVID-19
but I do feel that this culture of offering workspaces in
hotels could be one that evolves. As the hospitality sector
continues to shift and adapt, we are seeing an uptick in
digital and remote work, which could result in an increase
of people and businesses using hotels and their spaces
in new and unique ways to benefit their business or
work. At Wyndham Hotels & Resorts, we are focused on
providing guests with safe and memorable experiences

Tie-ups

It’s difficult to say which trends will stick post COVID-19 but
this culture of offering workspaces could be one that evolves”
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We are continuing to closely monitor how the situation at
hand evolves, as well as adapting over time to demand,
trends and new opportunities in the sector. We are
currently focused on the health, safety and wellbeing of
our guests, team members and partners as we navigate
through this new era of travel.

Interview

Wellness at Vana

Since COVID-19 we have seen a drastic change in people’s perception towards wellness. The focus now is on
healthy food & exercises that enhance immunity, says Prasoon Kumar Pandey, General Manager, Vana, Dehradun.
Neha Rawat

How has the response been for your retreat amid
the crisis?
As travel restrictions are slowly lifting, people are
eager to start travelling again. Our Vanavasis have
shown a lot of interest in visiting Vana again. Most of
the queries we are currently receiving are from people
ready to anchor their lives with sustainable wellness.
At Vana, wellness is not a pit stop but an ongoing
journey that continues even after the Vanavasis resume
their normal routines. We look forward to offering the
Vana experience to our guests and contributing to an
enhanced state of wellbeing.

perception towards wellness. The focus now is on holistic
wellness which includes healthy food, nutrition and
exercises that enhance immunity.

Prasoon
Kumar Pandey

As India offers traditional medicine systems like
Ayurveda, Yoga and Sowa Rigpa, we expect wellness
tourism to pick up pace. This has also been reiterated
by the GWI (Global Wellness Institute) – wellness tourism
will grow at an average annual rate of 7.5 per cent
through 2022. Increased awareness about wellness,
adopting a healthy lifestyle, and focus on mental
wellness will provide a boost to the wellness industry.

What major changes have you made to
your property?

What different are you offering to
your guests to gain their confidence?

Spaces at Vana are majestic and transformational.
As the retreat is spread over 21 acres, the
vastness of its architecture and landscape
naturally ensures privacy, as well as safe distance.
Although safety and hygiene have been paramount
always at Vana, we have undertaken additional
measures to ensure a safe space, away from the noise.
We are committed to providing a safe and natural
environment for our guests and team. The team,
which will be catering to our Vanavasis, will be staying
in-house. A non-negotiable requirement to be on the
premises for both Vanavasis and the team is to be tested
for COVID prior to their arrival at Vana. Additionally, an
upper limit to the number of reservations has been set.

Our guests need to carry a negative RT-PCR test report
from an ICMR authorised lab. The report must not be
older than 96 hours prior to a guest’s arrival at the
retreat. We are also assisting our guests in arranging
these tests from the comfort of their home. Even post
that, our guests are supposed to undergo temperature
checks at the entrance, done by our doctors.

What do you think about the growth of wellness
industry in the post-COVID era?
Since COVID-19 is greatly affecting people with low
immunity, we have seen a drastic change in people’s

Anything else you would like to mention?

Wellness tourism will
pick up pace; it will
grow at an average
annual rate of 7.5%
through 2022”

We have used the lockdown period to re-imagine our
retreat and simplify our offerings to cater to everyone
who seeks wellness. We have reduced the prices of
the retreat, which now begin at `25,000 and include
all meals, arrival consultation, personalised treatments
and therapies as well as retreat programmes with yoga,
meditation, cuisine lessons, functional fitness, talks,
music, etc. and airport transfers. We have also enhanced
our ayurveda and yoga offerings and placed them at the
very core of Vana’s wellness offering.

October-November 2020
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‘Painting started as a hobby for me in childhood, but the best thing is that I have been able to make it my fulltime profession,’ says Samiksha Koul, a self-proclaimed aesthete.
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Space Storms
We all go through various storms
at every stage of life, hoping for
it to pass soon. If only we learn
to be patient, the chances of
a storm provoking agony will
diminish, and the pleasure of
clear skies will enhance.

When did you develop a passion for painting?
My passion for art started at an early age. After
completing my Travel Management degree from Amity
University, I spent my time in the corporate world for eight
years. I gained professional knowledge at various travel
and hospitality management companies like Cox and
Kings and HI-AIM, but that never ignited nor stimulated
my creative instincts. Instead, it left me with many
unanswered questions.

What medium do you use for creating your works
of art? Do you feel your work is an extension of
your personality?
My medium of work is Acrylic and Oil paints, which gives
my painting style uniqueness. Yes, throughout my life, I
have been fascinated with colours. As a self-taught artist,
I feel that a subdued colour palette lends a lingering calm
to my work, and subtle brush strokes and shading give
my work depth of many philosophical interpretations and
make me joyous, it’s an extension of my personality.
Each of my paintings tells a story, it is the only time when
my body, mind and soul work together. This experience
empowers me, while the joy of creating it, is unmatched.

Explosion
The earth was without form,
and void, and darkness was
upon the face of the deep.
And the spirit of God moved
upon the face of the waters.
And God said, let there be
light and there was light.

Colourful Galaxy
Is Universe finite or infinite?
Stars are stationary or moving?
The universe is multiform and
boundless. The more we learn,
the more we are amazed by it.
Till then delve into the world of
imagination and possibilities.
long ago that hard work is the only key to success. No
matter how many times you fail, get up and try again.
Don’t worry about what people say and it should not
deter you from achieving your dreams. Set small targets
and work towards achieving them.

What inspires or influences your art?
What else do you like to do when you are
not painting?

I perceive the world through my canvas and derive
inspiration from the surroundings and my imagination of
the external environment and space. Art is my medium to
express my inner thoughts on a plain white sheet, creating
an entire world of colours and patterns. My art plays with
lights, figures, and images that are distinctive in shapes,
forms, and sense; illuminating different interpretations to
every viewer. I am a firm believer in liberation, and all my
work embodies abstract and figurative art.

When not creating magic with colours, I like to spend my
time travelling, singing, and exploring new adventurous
places. I want to try new cuisines, and I am always open
to new and fresh experiences.

Anything else you would like to mention?

Who are your favourite artists?
My favourite artists are Gerhard Richter, Nestor Toro and
Joseph Klibanksy.

How do you define success as an artist?
As an artist, I would love to share my experiences with
other creative heads, as one must be honest with the
type of work he or she does. Apart from the commercial
approach, I think one must enjoy and feel proud of your
work and feeling satisfied with your work is the biggest
earning. There are no shortcuts to real success. I learnt it

I am a firm believer
in liberation, and all
my work embodies
abstract and
figurative art”

Lastly, I want to add that I will be showcasing my work
soon at the 8th International Exhibition of Art by Woman
Artists 2020 and have another three exhibitions lined up.
When we discover an opportunity that sounds awesome
but we are not qualified for (which often happens), we
should trust that we will figure it out and go for it anyway.
So believe in yourself. This confidence has made the
difference for me again and again. We don’t always need
intelligence or opportunity or resources, just a simple
belief in yourself.

www.samikshakoul.com
Contact 8826205148
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Hotels

Luring the India market
After months of lockdown and travel bans, the world is gradually opening up. Keeping with the times, Thailandbased hospitality group Cross Hotels & Resorts has also reopened a number of its properties.
HT Bureau

T

room nights get three per cent incentive. On working
with Indian travel agents, Chayanisa Ruankew, General
Manager, X2 Vibe Chiang Mai Decem Hotel, says, “If the
agents book 15+1 rooms, they will need to pay only
for 15 and the remaining room will be complimentary.”

hailand-based hotel group, Cross Hotels & Resorts
has opened a number of its properties with strict
health and safety protocols in place. From the
time of arrival of the guest at the airport to the time of
departure, staff at Cross properties follows the guidelines
religiously. The group is also offering flexible incentives
to Indian travel agents. It has an extensive portfolio of
properties in Thailand that include X2 Vibe Buriram Hotel,
X2 Koh Samui – A Spa Retreat, X2 Kui Buri Resort, Away
Chiang Mai Thapae Resort – A Vegan Retreat, Away Koh
Kood Resort, X2 Vibe Chiang Mai Decem Hotel, X2 Vibe
Pattaya Seaphere and Oceanphere, and X2 Vibe Phuket
Patong among others.
Katerawee Thepprachum, Director of Sales at Away
Chiang Mai Thapae Resort – A Vegan Retreat, says that
they have visible signage throughout the hotel, reminding
guests of social distancing guidelines, personal hygiene
and the importance of personal protection equipment.
The hotel is suitable for leisure FIT, family leisure groups
as well as business travellers, even buy-out groups
looking for a private arrangement.
Based on static rate offers, most Cross Hotels could
consider providing incentives to travel agents based on
the number of room nights. For instance, 501-1,000
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Steve Lockhart, Cluster General Manager, X2 Pattaya
Oceanphere and X2 Vibe Pattaya Seaphere, adds,
“X2 Vibe Pattaya Seaphere is fit for small M!CE and
leisure groups. X2 Pattaya Oceanphere, on the other
hand, is suitable for couples, a leisure group of friends,
and families.”

X2 Vibe Phuket
Patong, which is
located near key
tourist attractions, is
suitable for leisure,
FIT & small M!CE
groups

X2 Vibe Phuket Patong is suitable for leisure, FIT and
small M!CE groups with 60-80 pax. “It is located close
to key tourist attractions, a large shopping mall, and the
beach is only a two-minute walk away,” shares Ismet
Isakovski, General Manager, X2 Vibe Phuket Patong.
Artana Komang, General Manager, X2 Bali Breakers
Resort, adds, “We love to have all market segments from
India. We have rooms and villas for the leisure guest,
meeting rooms that can fit up to 100 persons for any
M!CE request, and also varied wedding venues such
as a wedding chapel, grass lawn, and poolside that are
perfect for a wedding which is suitable for 100 persons.”
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Interview

Staycations pick up

The post COVID-19 recovery will be driven by a rebound in domestic tourism, says Tim Cordon, Senior Area Vice
President Middle East & Africa, Radisson Group.
Shehara Rizly

Could you give us the projections for the end of
the year for the ME region?
Looking at it from the domestic side, many residents
have been opting for mini getaways and staycations,
preferring to stay within their country, due to international
travel restrictions. Google searches related to staycations
in the Middle East and North Africa have risen more than
400 per cent since March 2020. Recent statistics show
that many hotels have been busier in July and August
this year than they were at the same time last year.
We believe that hotels in the UAE and Saudi Arabia will
lead the recovery in Middle East’s hospitality industry in
the fourth quarter of 2020. Saudi Arabia will continue
to benefit from ongoing tourism initiatives, upcoming
mega projects, and domestic tourism. The UAE has
been benefiting from the local demand and we hope the
ongoing efforts of the country will lead to an international
boost towards the end of the year.

Will staycations provide the void in terms
of revenue?
We can see that travellers still want to go on holiday,
especially after being isolated for such a long time, but
safety has become a top priority. In the last few months
recovery has been driven by a rebound in domestic
tourism and as a result, there has been a staycation trend
and it is expected to further strengthen in the coming
months. Therefore, we believe, the post COVID-19
recovery will be driven by a rebound in domestic tourism.

What will be the new trends to look out for
post the pandemic?
The unique selling points of a hotel no longer focus
solely on location, they focus on the flexibility the guest
has in terms of bookings and cancellations, the type of
experience the guest will receive when staying at the
hotel and of course their safety. This is the reason we
have adapted our philosophy to focus on ‘Making Every
Moment Matter’ for our guests, to ensure our guests have
the best experience. With that in mind we have recently
launched a set of staycation and F&B offers across the
region. I believe we will see a trend towards sustainability
and conscious travel with health and wellness related
travel itineraries. Of course, being forced into lockdown
has also changed consumers’ attitudes towards travel

and the types of destinations that are more appealing to
them. Many people will now be searching for a peaceful
sanctuary to escape to, away from crowds, where one
feels completely free, but also away from the possibility
of contracting or spreading the disease.

Will there be more bookings online or
through agents?

Tim Cordon

Hotels in the UAE & Saudi Arabia will lead the recovery in
Middle East’s hospitality industry in Q4 of 2020”
Hospitality Talk
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There will undoubtedly be many changes that the sector
will have to become accustomed to. The pandemic has
fundamentally changed the way consumers look at their
travel plans. With uncertainties over when to travel,
where to travel or how long to travel, travellers are now
looking for as much flexibility and comfort as possible.
We therefore mitigate this with flexible cancellation and
re-booking policies and ensure that we have the right
procedures in place in order for our guests to feel at
ease. Moving forward flexibility and safety will play a big
role in how people book or where they go.
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An ideal destination

Hyatt Regency Phnom Penh gives us the opportunity to raise our flag in one of Asia’s most fascinating cities, says
Herman Kemp, General Manager of the hotel.
Smita Kulshreshth

Hyatt will be debuting its first hotel, Hyatt
Regency Phnom Penh, in the Cambodian capital
in the first quarter of 2021. What does this mean
for the brand?

What amenities/services will be offered?
The hotel will feature an outdoor tropical pool and a
24-hour gym. At the Jivapita Spa, guests can book a
range of relaxing post-flight recovery treatments.

With its rich history and dynamic future, the Kingdom of
Cambodia is an ideal place to expand the Hyatt Regency
brand and this debut represents an important milestone
in our global growth. With the ever-increasing desire for
authentic travel experiences, Hyatt Regency Phnom Penh
satisfies this urge while also giving us the opportunity to
raise our flag in one of Asia’s most fascinating cities.

Where is the property situated?

What about dining/F&B options?

Herman Kemp

Hyatt Regency Phnom Penh is located in the heart of
Phnom Penh’s (Cambodia) cultural and business district
of Doun Penh – a 30-minute drive from the airport and
within a short walking distance to the Royal Palace,
National Museum and the riverside.

What type of clientele are you looking at?

Guests will be able to choose between five dining options
including Market Café Restaurant & Lounge, an all-day
dining concept serving breakfast, afternoon tea as well
as à la carte options; Metropole Underground, an early
20th century metro-themed bar; and a speakeasy-style
bar called The Attic. The highlight of the hotel though will
be FiveFive Rooftop Restaurant & Bar, where guests will
be treated to locally-sourced meats, sustainable seafood
and handcrafted cocktails in addition to unrivalled views
of the Royal Palace and the city skyline.

What kind of M!CE facilities will Hyatt Regency
Phnom Penh offer?

The hotel aims to attract both business travellers and
leisure guests as well as local Cambodians who are
looking to try new F&B experiences.

There will be nine multi-functional meeting suites,
including the Regency Ballroom, which can
accommodate up to 490 guests and is equipped with
the only built-in full-colour LED screen in the city.

The hotel aims to attract business travellers & leisure guests
as well as local Cambodians seeking new F&B experiences”

We delayed our opening due to the impact the
pandemic has had on Cambodia, affecting international
travel and severely limiting the number of business
and leisure travellers to Phnom Penh. This delay has
positively impacted us by allowing additional time to put
in enhanced hygiene and guest safety measures from
the start, ensuring guests feel safe when dining and
staying with us.

Anything else you would like to mention?

Hospitality Talk
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Guest column

‘Reduce overheads’
If we know what business we are targeting, we can plan our resources better, says Gaurav Ahuja, Founder &
Managing Director of Red Ginger Hospitality India.

T

hough everyone is talking about the new normal,
nothing seems to be normal in the hospitality
and aviation industry. As master concessionaires
for Food & Beverage at Amritsar and Bhopal airports,
we used to serve 8,000 passengers every day up till
February 2020. On July 1, 2020, almost a month after
the Government of India allowed passenger traffic to
resume after the infamous lockdown, we served just 295
passengers. This is less than four per cent of the preCOVID passenger traffic. It is not just about the traffic
going down. It is more about the fear psychosis in the
people about touching any foreign object.

connecting every small town of India through the flying
machines? The answer to the question is a clear Yes.

Gaurav
Ahuja

As per IATA, the global airline industry will burn through USD
77 billion in cash during the second half of 2020 despite
the resumption of flight services amid the coronavirus
pandemic. The aviation sector in India has also been
significantly impacted due to the pandemic. For example,
in July, the country’s largest airline IndiGo declared a net
loss of `2,884.3 crore for the first quarter of 2020-21
Will the Indian aviation and F&B sector ever get back to
the euphoria of 2018, where everyone was talking about

I am not suggesting that we must be expecting
passenger traffic to reach normal levels in six months.
However, I am strongly advocating the need to be
cautiously optimistic in these challenging times. The key
to success for any organisation operating in the aviation
F&B space would be to have reasonable expectations
from the business. Overly ambitious organisations might
be stressed out for the next six months and business
will recover, but at a very slow pace. On an optimistic
note, I expect aviation F&B business to reach 75 per
cent levels by March 2021, as compared to the previous
year. If we know what business we are targeting, we can
plan our resources better and the focus should be on
reducing the overheads. The key to success would be
to remain nimble and reduce overheads to the best
extent possible.
My company, Red Ginger Hospitality, also set up a stateof-the-art flight catering facility at Lucknow Airport, which
got the necessary security clearances just before COVID
struck the world. The airline catering industry has been
hit very badly because of the high fixed cost structures.
Also, the air catering units primarily make money from
International Departures as most of the domestic air
travel is now low cost. International air travel is not
expected to resume before the summers of 2021 and
hence air catering units will have to wait a bit longer for
things to come back to normal.
It may be worth noting here that the air traffic may have
gone up to 50 per cent at some of the airports in India,
but the contribution of leisure travel is almost negligible.
Even business travel is limited and the majority of the
movement is on account of the migrant workforce. So
even though the air traffic is rising, the sales registers of
F&B players are not rising in proportion because of the
change in passenger profile.
The one big hope for all is the vaccine which should
be within our reach probably in the next six months. I
strongly believe that this will have a very positive effect
on the consumer behaviour and we will begin to see the
resurgence of the leisure traveller as well. At the end
of the day, the love for travel and good food is going to
dominate. Let us not be in a hurry and set reasonable
expectations from our F&B businesses for the next six
months. We need to be nimble and utilise this time to
build on our internal systems and try to innovate on the
customer experience part of the business.

I expect aviation F&B business to reach 75 per cent levels by
March 2021, as compared to the previous year”
Hospitality Talk
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(The article has been written by Gaurav Ahuja, Founder
& Managing Director of Red Ginger Hospitality India, the
views expressed are the author’s personal views.)
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Exhibitions

Sourcing & retailing
The 50th edition of IHGF Delhi Fair, scheduled from November 4-9, 2020 will go live with 25 virtual halls featuring
12 well spread product segments.
Neha Rawat

T

he IHGF Delhi Fair, organised by Export Promotion
Council for Handicrafts (EPCH), is heading towards
its 50th edition – as a virtual show. Setting a new
order for sourcing, the previous edition of the fair, the
first on a virtual platform gathered an overwhelming
response with visits from approximately 4,150 overseas
buyers from 108 countries as well as buying agents
and domestic volume retail buyers from within India.
The upcoming edition, scheduled from November 4-9,
2020 will go live with 25 virtual halls featuring 12 well
spread product segments. Over 1,500 exhibitors from
these categories will present optimum collections
in home, lifestyle, fashion, textiles and furniture. A
choice of 2,000+ products and 300+ trend-specific
design developments complete the supply chain of

Product
Categories
• Gifts & Decoratives
• Furniture &Accessories
• Home Furnishings
• Houseware
• Lamps & Lighting
• Christmas & Festive
Décor
• Carpets & Rugs
• Bathroom & Bath
Accessories
• Garden & Outdoor
• Handmade Paper
Products & Stationery

Over 1,500 exhibitors from 12 product categories will present
collections in home, lifestyle, fashion, textiles & furniture
Hospitality Talk
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home fashion & utility, collectibles, gifting and fashion
accessories in the virtual space with engaging onsite
experiences. The fair offers plenty to choose from for
domestic volume retail sourcing. The show is an excellent
sourcing opportunity for Indian retail brands that strive to
step-up their offer for top-end consumers, besides the
global home & lifestyle retail brands/chains which have
a growing interest in India, both for sourcing & retailing.
IHGF Delhi Fair Virtual Autumn 2020 will focus on product
origins and inspirations that are popular worldwide for
their exclusive character and quality. The collections,
varied in inspiration, processes and materials offer an
entire range to source from. Theme Pavilions at the fair will
bring in regional craft nuances. Visitors can see original
craft making processes at live craft demonstrations on
the virtual platform – a rare opportunity to see national
awardees and internationally recognised master crafts
persons share their handcrafting skills. The fair’s Trend
Area will feature forecasts and colour theories for
seasons ahead as well as fashion shows displaying
the latest collections in apparel accessories, fashion
jewellery and adornments. The organisers have also
lined up insightful and informative knowledge webinars
as well as web panel discussions throughout the show.
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Book review

Nostalgic and
inspiring
KB Kachru, Chairman Emeritus & Principal Advisor
(South Asia), Radisson Hotel Group and Parvez Dewan,
former Secretary MOT and former CMD, ITDC, offer
compelling reviews of ‘Path Breaking Journey’, a book by
Kuldip Verma, former Senior VP, ITDC.

Kuldip Verma

K

B Kachru shares that it was wonderful to read the
book ‘Path Breaking Journey – Beyond the Charted
Path’ written by Kuldip Verma, former Senior Vice
President of ITDC who spent 39 years with the organisation.
In his review he says that the book is an interesting read
and gives an insight on how ITDC provided opportunities
for growth and how successfully Kuldip managed each
situation. Kuldip has made a sincere effort to capture
the sensitivities and key moments. Young professionals
may find the book equally interesting to understand how
the hotel industry evolved in India and how it worked
in the past. It is very nostalgic for all those who were
around and associated with ITDC.
Parvez Dewan shares that ‘Path Breaking Journey’ is
a motivational book and a sincere effort to bring forth
the challenges that Kuldip had to face, and he did so
with determination, during his long innings with ITDC.
He worked diligently as a hotelier, marketing head,
chief of Ashok Travels & Tours, an event organiser
and head of the HRD division – The Ashok Institute
of Hospitality & Tourism Management in New Delhi.

KB Kachru

The book, an interesting
read, gives an insight
on how ITDC provided
opportunities for growth”

Kuldip’s positive approach towards his various
assignments in ITDC, his creative thinking, his
taking ownership of responsibilities and loyalty to
the organisation were the main reasons for his
successful tenures.
Dewan adds, “I am of the opinion that the book will prove
to be a pathfinder and will inspire young IHM students
across India in their future careers and hotel industry
professionals looking to explore new avenues.”
He goes on to say, “Kuldip has summed up his journey
as a hospitality and tourism professional, right from
his joining IHM, Calcutta about half a century ago
and his subsequent selection to the India Tourism
Development Corporation as a Management Trainee.
Kuldip started his career in the India Tourism
Development Corporation as an Assistant Manager and
worked his way up, facing organisational challenges, to
retire in 2010 as Senior Vice President.”
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Parvez Dewan

Path Breaking Journey is
a sincere effort to bring
forth the challenges that
Kuldip faced at ITDC”

Recounting his experiences with Kuldip Verma, Dewan
shares, “I have seen his passion in all the assignments
entrusted to him from very close quarters. He used to
come up with innovative ideas, at times things just not
imagined before. For example, I sent him to Gangtok to
represent ITDC for a North East Development Council
meeting attended by Chief Ministers, Governors, Minister
(DoNER) and Secretary (DoNER). At the Meet, Kuldip
convinced the northeastern states to sponsor eligible
boys and girls for an air hostess training programme
in Bengaluru. The suggestion was appreciated
immediately by the Secretary (DoNER) and thus
thousands of candidates were trained and provided jobs.
Kuldip also suggested to the Minister (DoNER) to allow
government employees to travel by air to northeastern
states as part of their LTC facility, so as to promote
domestic tourism to the Northeast. This suggestion
was also accepted and two months later, this became
a reality.”
Dewan continues, “Kuldip displayed excellent planning
and management skills in handling the ‘Sindhu Darshan
Festival’ at Leh and did it for five years, which was part
of the erstwhile J&K state, which was my cadre. At the
state end, I was associated with the first Sindhu Darshan
Festival. It was good for the economy because it
opened the tourism season at Leh a month in advance.
Kuldip also successfully managed the India Pavilion at
the World Travel Market (London) and ITB Berlin, the
world’s largest tourism trade fair, where the Incredible
India campaign was launched.”
“Kuldip was instrumental in converting ITDC’s Manpower
Development Centre into The Ashok Institute of
Hospitality & Tourism Management in New Delhi
where he launched a four-year Bachelor’s Degree
programme in International Hospitality Business
Management, with a six-month internship in London.
This initiative was so successful that this programme was
nominated for the PATA Gold Awards in the category of
Education & Training during the PATA Travel Mart 2007
in Indonesia,” concludes Dewan.
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Bespoke luxury experiences
Decorative lighting installations enhance the interiors of a hotel, says
Sandeep Kaushik, Country Manager, Sans Souci.

T

he evaluation of a hotel is largely based on its
exquisite, tasteful interiors. The appealing visual
elegance instantly attracts the attention of guests,
enabling them to get into the right mood. Ambience plays
a vital role in making the hotel a perfect place with welldesigned luxury offerings. But most importantly, even to
highlight beautiful art interiors, very well done up lighting
is a core need. Choosing the right design component
that compliments the interiors, gives the hotel its depth
and redefines its versatility. And, decorative chandeliers
are definitely the game changers in the hotel industry.
Along with the design aspect, decorative lighting
comes with light source of LEDs. These LEDs offer
the most energy efficient way of lighting – they have
80-90 per cent efficiency, that is, their energy is
turned into light rather than heat. LEDs don’t contain
any toxic compounds or elements like mercury.

LEDs are also 100 per cent recyclable; using LED lights
helps reduce the carbon footprint. The fact that they
last on an average 35 times more than a halogen light
means that they also save on material and production
costs. One such brand existing in the lighting industry is
Sans Souci Lighting.

Sandeep
Kaushik

Sans Souci
decorative lighting
installations create
visual treats”

Sans Souci offers one-of-its-kind decorative lighting. The
brand stands for sophistication, quality and style. In the
last 15 years, hotel projects with Sans Souci decorative
lighting installations have created visual treats, which
captivate guests.

(The article has been written by Sandeep Kaushik,
Country Manager, Sans Souci, the views expressed are
the author’s personal views.)

‘Innovating & improving’

We are constantly innovating and improving our product to suit the needs of the guests, says Punish B Sharma,
Vice President – Operations, The Fern Hotels & Resorts.
How have occupancies been post re-opening
of hotels?

Maharashtra being one of the worst affected
states, do you have a more challenging scenario
as compared to other states?

Occupancies have started moving upwards and
hopefully in the next couple of months we will see much
improvement. The Fern Hotels & Resorts has been very
aggressive with its marketing. We are a big group with 80
hotels and have a strong sales force. This has provided us
with a great advantage during these challenging times.
We are constantly innovating and improving our product
to suit the needs of the guests. We have just launched
eGift Cards. This festive season, rather than traditional
gifts, people can utilise these cards. We are also coming
out with packages. We have relaxed our reservation /
cancellation policies. All these measures are surely
going to help us improve occupancies.

We have a sizeable presence in the state. What we have
done across all our properties is to strictly adhere to the
new operational standards, Staygiene – the new normal.
Moreover, now all the hotels are open and some of the
resorts in Lonavala and Dapoli have been doing decent
business. As things start coming back to normal, we are
very optimistic of the numbers going up.

Punish B
Sharma

What changes do you foresee in the hospitality
segment post the pandemic?
Hygiene standards will improve significantly even in
hotels situated in small centres. Also, more guests will
prefer to stay in branded hotels even in small towns.
Standalone hotels will find it extremely hard to survive.
The only way to survive will be to join larger groups.

Guests will prefer to stay in branded hotels even in small
towns. Standalone hotels will find it extremely hard to survive”
October-November 2020
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Interview

Be safe with Sippline
The recently introduced Sippline offers a novel way of ensuring oral hygiene while using glassware, says
Rohit Warrier, Founder & Director, Warrier Safe Shields.
Smita Kulshreshth

N

ot so long ago, the focus of the hospitality
industry was on creating the right ambience
and the quality of food to attract its guests.
However, guests today are viewing things from a
different lens and the priorities have shifted to
cleanliness, sanitisation, hygiene and finally the quality
of food – everything else comes after that, according to
Rohit Warrier.
“The entire hospitality sector has raised its volume in
an attempt to reconnect with their guests, highlighting
their efforts in ensuring a safe and enjoyable experience
at their establishment. 75 per cent of respondents in
a survey claimed that hygiene and cleanliness of an
establishment would define their choice of dining out,”
he adds.
“What if you could add a different touch to your
hygiene parameter, that would give an edge to your
establishment while offering unparalleled safety to
your customers? Or a solution that could well set
a new benchmark in customer orientation, safety
and hygiene? We at Warrier Safe Shields have tried
to address this dilemma by coming up with a novel
way of ensuring oral hygiene while using glassware.
We have recently introduced Sippline – an oral hygiene
instrument used on the rims of the glass, cup, mug
to avoid lips coming in direct contact with the rim of
the glass while drinking. Sippline is a protective shield
between your lips and the rim of the glass and ensures
that your lips touch a sterile, clean surface at every
drink,” he shares.
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Rohit
Warrier

It is time to go an
extra mile, and
ensure that the
guest experience is
consistently hygienic
with Sippline”

Explaining how Sippline is a safe bet for hoteliers,
Warrier says, “As a hotelier, it is time to go an extra
mile, and ensure that the guest experience is
undiluted and consistently hygienic with Sippline.
Add it your tableware and explain the benefits
to the guest, doubling their confidence in your
service and quality. Offer it as a default or as
an option, either ways the guest sees the extra
mile you are willing to go for his/her wellbeing.
Also, Sippline is reusable, presenting another
opportunity to retain the guest mindshare. Encourage
your guests to carry their Sippline with them, with
every use they will recollect the experience they
have had at your establishment while reiterating
your guest orientation, reminding them to
visit again.”

Products
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Contemporary
Beckermann kitchens
Premium German kitchens’ expert with over
120 years of experience, Beckermann, has
unveiled new contemporary kitchens that
impress with unique features, both functional
and aesthetic. They are brought to India by
Plüsch, pioneers in bringing the finest German
luxury brands to the country. Beckermann
kitchens are known for their quality, style and
range of options they offer in terms of surface
finishes and configurations. They are not just
built to last, but also to offer timeless looks
– from contemporary to classical. The new
kitchens integrate fresh ideas for storage and
seating resulting in some unusual designs.

Yasanche Splash Fruit Tray
Yasanche has launched the
Splash Fruit Tray from its Water
Series. This unconventional home
décor accessory is moulded in
translucent resin using eight intricate
techniques. Since these techniques
are hand-processed, each piece
has one-of-a-kind features. The
inspiration behind Yasanche’s Water
Series is the purity and kinetic form
of water.

Home Canvas
launches Popsicle

Popsicle Collection by Home Canvas features a range of
cane chairs to make patios and balconies come alive. The
chairs add both comfort and quirk to any outdoor space and
are available in vibrant colours and designs. Home Canvas
brings the French bistro experience to your homes with the
collection, adding a retro pop vibe to your balconies and
patios. The Popsicle chair is
designed to be light and
so moving them around,
arranging or stacking
them is convenient and
quick. The chairs are
handcrafted by artisans
and are incredibly
durable. They are
customisable in a
variety of designs and
colours and are outdoor
weather resistant.

IOTA introduces Kartell’s
Kabuki Collection

This festive season adorn your home in style with Kabuki designed by
Ferruccio Laviani for Kartell, a brand available in India through IOTA Boutique
Furniture. The Kabuki lamps collection consists of a pendant, a table lamp,
and a floor lamp, and is even available in an outdoor version. The table
lamp is also available in a ‘mini’ version. Kabuki floor lamp in crystal is
manufactured using thermoplastics and a new spray-moulding technique. The
innovative combination of technique and material has allowed Kartell to create
a weaving structure that lends itself well to the lamp’s unique expression.

October-November 2020
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Appointments

Charulata Sukhija

Vikram Choubal

Deputy Secretary-General
Hotel Association of India
New Delhi
Sukhija’s appointment is in
line with HAI’s overall strategic
restructuring to strengthen the
HAI secretariat in its effort to aid
the survival of the hotel industry
in India. Sukhija has been with
HAI since the year 2008.

Senior Vice President
Design and Technical Services
The Leela Palaces, Hotels and
Resorts
Choubal will be responsible
for providing technical support
and will oversee the design,
planning and execution of all
hotel projects within The Leela
Palaces, Hotels and Resorts..

Anupriya Ghosh

Reuben Kataria

Senior Director Revenue Strategy
The Leela Palaces, Hotels and
Resorts
Ghosh will be responsible for
building and driving the overall
revenue management strategy
for the brand. She will work
closely with all revenue managers
& guide them in driving the
corporate revenue strategy.

General Manager
The Leela Hotel and Residences
Bhartiya City Bengaluru
With more than two decades of
experience in managing hotel
operations, Kataria brings with
him the ideal skillset required
to help open, launch and
position the hotel in a highly
competitive market.

Gaurav Misra

Neha Chhabra

General Manager
Holiday Inn Express Gurugram
Sector 50
Misra takes on dual responsibility
of maintaining his current role
of Portfolio Operations Manager
for 10 Holiday Inn Express hotels
& spearheading the team at the
Gurugram Sector 50 hotel.

Vijayender Nath

Athitha Kumaran
Pandiarajan

Operations Manager
Mourya Lords Inn, Kurnool
Nath comes with a rich experience
of over 32 years in Operations,
specialising in front office and
revenue management with Oberoi
and Trident group, to mention a
few. His last assignment was with
Daiwik Hotel, Shirdi – Maharashtra
as Operations Manager.

Assistant Manager Marketing
and Public Relations
Crowne Plaza Chennai Adyar Park
Pandiarajan will be handling all
aspects of online/offline marketing,
partnership management and
public relations management for
Crowne Plaza Chennai Adyar Park.

Roubal Khorana
Assistant Manager – Research
Ngage Hospitality
Khorana has over five years of
experience in the research industry.
He has contributed to hospitality,
healthcare, and the real estate
sector. This includes exposure in
market & industry performance
assessment, data analytics &
strong client engagement.
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General Manager
Courtyard by Marriott Bengaluru
Hebbal
With over 18 years in the hospitality
industry, Chhabra has worked with
both, The Oberoi Group & Marriott
International. She has been a
pivotal team player in ideating and
launching new F&B concepts &
driving revenue.
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Altamsh Patel
Executive Chef
Oakwood Premier Prestige
Bangalore
Patel brings with him close to a
decade of culinary experience
specialising in Progressive Asian
cuisine. Prior to joining the team
at Oakwood, Patel served as
Executive Chef at The Park
Hotel Mumbai

